Truth in Packaging
Bill Gets Boost in
Senate Repot
Cheer up and gear up, you priceplagued consumers, relief is on the way.
Action looking toward enactment of
a federal "truth in packaging" measure
early in the next session of Congress
moved forward last week when the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on AntiTrust and Monopoly released a lengthy
report proposing regulations to eliminate a series of abuses found to exist
in the course of hearings conducted last
year.
Noting that buyers of soapflakes, cereals, cosmetics, hand lotions and a host
of other items are often misled by packaging practices, the Committee proposed
regulations to establish reasonable rates
for quantities in which a product could
be sold and to prevent the sale of a
commodity in a package the size, shape
or proportions of which were likely to
deceive buyers as to its contents.
The regulations would also set up
standards of size and nomenclature such
as "small," "medium," and "large" as
well as so-called "serving" standards
where claims are made that a package
would serve a stated number of persons.
In addition the regulations would call
for the establishment of standards to
designate quantitative contents where
the net weight or number is not mean-

ingful.
Such legislation is in line with a
policy statement adopted by delegates
to the California Labor Federation'g
convention in San Francisco last Au(Continued on Page 4)
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Anti-Scab Law
An anti-strikebreaker ordinance was
unanimously enacted by the San Francisco Board of Supervisors this week in
the wake of a recently resolved 11month strike by the International Typographical Union against the Graphic
Arts Employers Association.
Extensive use of professional strikebreakers during the ITU strike had
evoked

bitterness

and

resentment

throughout the Bay Area.
The new ordinance makes it a misdemeanor for a strikebreaker to offer
his services or for an employer to accept
(Continued on Page 3)
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Recurring efforts by John Birch Society members and other. extremist
groups "to intimidute union members and discredit, disrupt. and ipir
the functional ability of unions and their elected Idaders" were a ke
today by state AFL-CIO leader Thos. L. Pitts. "rncidlents of this- sort have
been oecuring with iceing frequency in both northernl ad southern
California," Pitts observed, "and it's
time union members and the public at
5£
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large stand up and repulse the threat
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they present not only to labor unions
u
but to the democratic process itself.
"In the guise of fighting communism,
Right-Wing Army
these would-be super-patriots have initiated utterly unscrupulous harassment
activities in unions and other community groups in Alameda, ContraCosta, Los Angeles, Orange and San
Diego Counties," Pitts charged.
"At present, these radical reactionaries-whose views of complex social
and economic problems seem to strike
(Continued on Page 2)
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Pins Raps Bilrchers' bisruptive Tactics;
Cites Similary To Nazis' Methods

Appointment of an 18-member statewide eommittee of labor and
university officials to serve in an advisory capacity to the University of
California to guide the development of programs for the new Centers for
Labor Research and Education at the Berkeley and Los Angeles campuses
of the University was announced today (Nov. 20) by state AFL-CIO leader
md
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The Joint Labor-University Committee will assume major responsibilities
for implementing a broad range of programs set forth in guidelines developed
by the university and representatives
of the California Labor'Federation,
AFL-CIO, last summer.
"These guidelines," Pitts and Kerr
sald, "will give the Joint Committee
general authority to make recommendations concerning the establishment, operation and evaluation of all

labor programs conducted through
the Centers
"One of the first tasks of the Joint
Committee will be the appointment of
(Continued

on

Page 3)

State Attorney General Thomas C.
Lynch and a U.S. Congressman called
for state and federal action-this week
to curb the mushrooming growth of an
underground army composed of such
para-military groups as the Minutemen
and the Rangers.
In an address to a Lawyers' Club
luncheon in Los Angeles, Wednesday,
Lynch indicated that his office had sufficient information on the growth of
private military groups in California to
regard them as a serious threat to the
American way of life and said he plans
to seek legislation to permit some control of the use of weapons by para-military groups in the state in the interests
of public safety.
The proposed legislation w o u 1 d
"clearly exempt all legitimate gun- clubs,
fraternal and veterans' drill teams and
the like," however, Lynch emphasized.
On the federal level, Rep. Charles S.
Joelson (D-N.J.) called on the House
Un-American Activities Committee to
investigate the Minutemen, an organization described as one which urges conservatives to join its "underground
army."
In a letter to Rep. Edwin E. Willis
(D-La.) chairman of the committee,
Joelson said:
"The time has now come to make it
crystal clear that under the guise of
anti-Communism, no extreme right-wing
Fascist group will be allowed to
threaten the peace and tranquility of
our beloved nation."
The New Jersey Democrat quoted reports that the Minutemen, a four-year(Continued on Page 3)
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Pitts Raps Birchers' Disruptive Tactics;
Cites Similarity To Nazis' Methods
(Continued from Page 1)
precarious, schizophrenic balance
between a desire for anarchy and a
desire for totalitarianism, as contradictory as that is-appear to be concentrating their efforts in police and
fire departments.
"Within the past few months, local
unions of the International Association
of Fire Fighters of California in most
of these counties have been beset by
these divisive forces to such an extent
as to suggest existence of a clandestine
conspiracy by extremist forces to gain
control of key community agencies,"
Pitts asserted.
"We cannot afford to forget," the
state AFL-CIO leader declared, "that
this is precisely where Adolf Hitler and
Mussolini first concentrated their nefarious forces. They knew full well that
once in command of the police power of
a community they would be far better
able to control the entire community.
NAZIS' FIRST GOAL
"The Nazis' first goal was to intimidate union members and discredit, disrupt and impair the functional ability
of unions and their elected leaders because they knew they could count on
the support of shortsighted local business leaders who thought they could
profit from the unions' destruction.
"But once the unions were shattered,
the local business and civic leaders
found themselves slaves rather than
masters of the power-hungry clique they
had nurtured and abetted," he pointed
a

out.

Pitts, secretary-treasurer of the California Labor Federation, AFL-CIO, said
that "the Birchers and others of their
ilk appear to have adopted the Nazis'
first goal.
"But fortunately, thanks to our
democratic traditions," he said, "most
California employers know that liberty is not protected by denying it
to others. And they are not so shortsighted as to believe they could prosper if collective bargaining became a
one-way street in their favor. They
recognize, albeit often grudgingly,
that free collective bargaining has
contributed vitally not only to their
own prosperity but to that of the
state, and that where it is lackingas in farm labor-so too is prosperity
for the people."
Pitts said that harassment activities
in the Fire Fighters Union, for example,
had included an abortive attempt by a
few Birchite members of one local
union to create dissension by dispatching a letter to other locals throughout
the state containing "false and malicious
charges" about the Council on Political
Education, the AFL-CIO's political
arm.

"In this instance, the charges were
patently false they made little stir,"
Pitts said. "But the Birchers are becoming more adept every day at mingling half-truths and false innuendoes to
create fear and distrust in organizations
they seek to commandeer or immobilize.
DANGER RISING
"The longer their activities are permitted to fester without being brought
out in the open and exposed, the greater
the danger to free trade unions and the
democratic process itself," Pitts warned.
Pitts said he was "disturbed" by
claims by Birch Society leaders that
a "substantial number" of the society's members throughout the nation are policemen and, particularly,
by the situation in Santa Ana in
Orange County where a special investigator reported just last week that
there was evidence that about a dozen
members of the 134-member Santa
Ana Police Department had instigated
a harassment campaign in an attempt
to oust the city's Chief of Police.
The special investigator, appointed to
probe the situation by the City Manager,
said Birch members had gained control
of the Santa Ana Police Benevolent Association early this year and since then
have been issuing news bulletins condemning the Chief. Other harassment
activities against the Chief included predawn phone calls, false alarms sending
fire trucks to his home, the theft of his
badges and the disappearance of his picture from police headquarters.
INCIDENTS NOTED
"This type of operation is no longer
an isolated thing," Pitts said. "Just in
the past week anti-Semitic stickers
which, police said, could be traced to
the headquarters of the American Nazi
party in Arlington, Virginia, were found
pasted inside library books in Dallas; a
Birch Society cell was uncovered in the
Philadelphia Police Department; and
a Birch Society spokesman claimed the
Society has members in police forces in
all principal cities.
"Still another example was the preelection day 'citizen's arrest' of a
COPE-endorsed candidate for the
California S t a t e Senate," Pitts
so

asserted.
In this instance, the COPE candidate,
Robert Battin, was accused of defacing
a poster of his opponent and booked on
a charge of assault with a deadly
weapon two days before the election.
The district attorney's office subsequently dropped the charge. But Battin's opponent, John Schmitz, an avowed Birch
Society member, won the election.
Battin has since reportedly filed a
$500,000 false arrest and conspiracy
claim against the city of Santa Ana and
three city police officers charging the
-2-

TV Play by Meany
Foundation To Run
Sunday. Dec. 13
A TV drama based on the issue of
automation, particularly in terms of
the impact of automation on the concept of work as a social good, will
be telecast on nine NBC channels in
California on Sunday, December 13.
The play, "Ballad of Isaac and
Jacob" is the third annual television
production under the auspices of the
George Meany Foundation, an arm of
the Herbert H. Lehman Institute. Its
annual TV programs are incorporated
into the Eternal Light series which
is presented weekly by NBC and the
Jewish Theological Seminary, Joseph
D. Keenan, treasurer of the Foundation and an AFL-CIO vice president,
explained.
The following NBC stations, with
channel numbers in parenthesis, will
carry the drama:
Bakersfield
Eureka
Fresno
Los Angeles
Redding
Sacramento
San Diego
San Francisco
Yuma, Ariz.

KERO
KVIQ
KMJ
KNBC
KRCB
KCRA
KOGO
KRON
KIVA

(23)
( 6)
(24)
( 4)
( 7)
( 3)
(10)
( 4)
(11)

12:30- 1:00 pm
10:30-11:00 am
10:30-11:00 am
10:30-11:00 am
10:30-11:00 am
12:00-12:30 pm
10:30-11:00 am
8:00- 8:30 am
10:30-11:00 am

policemen with conspiring with a
private citizen to make a citizen's arrest
when all involved knew no crime had
been committed.
ACTION NECESSARY
"Organized labor must not sit idly
by and watch such utterly anti-American activities as these multiply. To do
so is to invite a return of the type of
police harassment at legitimate picket
lines and elsewhere that was typical during the 19th Century," Pitts said.
"Even the Chief of Police of Los Angeles just this month paid lip service to
the Birch Society," Pitts said, "when he
stated that most of the police of America are 'conservative, ultra-conservative
and very right-wing,' and added:
" 'It is a human reaction to the treatment police are afforded by liberal
groups.'
"Such a statement infers that
liberal groups are somehow the natural enemies of police officers, an inference that should be resented by
all competent, fair-minded police officers as well as by liberal groups,"
Pitts declared.
"In short," Pitts concluded, "we in the
labor movement at all levels must act
promptly
call special meetings if
necessary - to gather the facts and expose the basically subversive nature of
the extremists' activities. For at rockbottom they constitute an assault not
only on free collective bargaining and
the labor movement but on the ideologic
meaning of America itself."
-

State-U.S. Action
Urged To Curb
Right-Wing Army
(Continued from Page 1)
old organization, is seeking to enlist one
million persons "operating in guerilla
bands of a dozen or so each" and said
each member is supposed to supply his
own rifle and is required to fire at least
500 rounds of ammunition annually in
target practice.
The Minutemen's monthly news letter,
"On Target," published by Robert Bolivar DePugh, declared this month in the
wake of Barry Goldwater's defeat that
the course for "conservatives" now is to
join the Minuteman army for training
as "America's last line of defense against
Communism."
DePugh, the chief Minuteman, has
headquarters in Norbonne, Mo., near
Kansas City.
Joelson quoted the publication as saying:
"The hopes of millions of Americans
that the Communist tide could be
stopped with ballots rather than bullets
have been turned into dust. . .
"Among the weak-kneed conservatives,
many will be shaking their heads sadly
and saying, 'We simply must win in
1968.' I hope the readers of this newspaper are not naive. We are not going
to have a free election in 1968 . . .
"The communists are winning by infiltration, subversion and psychological
warfare. We must turn our enemies' own
tactics against them."
Commenting on these quotations from
the Minutemen's news letter, Joelson
said:
"As anyone who reads the newspapers
knows, this organization encourages and
importunes its members to own firearms and to become proficient in the
use of them, and to force governmental
policies by violent means."
In a series of speeches early this year,
then Attorney General Stanley Mosk,
now a State Supreme Court Justice,
spoke out against the Minutemen and
similar groups. At that time he noted
that the groups are only loosely organized "and have no intelligent leader-

ship."
But, he warned, "if a really clever,
vicious leader came along, they could
become dangerous . . .
"They've gone sour on our form of
government," he said. "They claim we
are soft and that only they know how
to fight communism-in the streets.
"Some of them may be just nuts, but
remember: People laughed, too, at a
goose-stepping little paper hanger in
Germany named Hitler."
Although a majority of the nation's
50 states have enacted legislation regulating the use of weapons by para-military organizations, California presently

has no such law.

Statewide Committee Named To Guide
Two New Centers For Labor Research
(Continued from Page 1)
local advisory committees to each of the
Centers at Berkeley and Los Angeles,"
they added.
Plans call for expansion of labor education programs through a comprehensive series of classes, courses and conferences to be undertaken by the centers both on and off campus in cooperation with the labor movement. Training
will take place at three broadly conceived "orientation" levels.
1. Training in basic principles of
unionism for membership and emerging
leadership.
2. Training of officers in union administration and education problems of
the union's environment.
3. Professional and academic training
for leadership and staff officials.
The guidelines specify that the cen-

S.F. Board Enacts
Anti-Scab Law
(Continued from Page 1)
them during any legal strike or lockout
in San Francisco. Maximum penalty for
doing so is a $500 fine and up to 90 days
in jail for either the strikebreaker or
the employer.
The new law defines a professional
strikebreaker as anyone who "knowingly
and willingly" has gone to work in a
struck establishment two or more times
during the prior five years.
Supervisor Leo T. McCarthy, chairman of the Public Health and Welfare
Committee, spoke in behalf of the ordinance prior to its final passage saying:
"We believe it is necessary to preserve the public peace and public order.
"Certainly the use of professional
strikebreakers would violate the public
policy that recognized collective bargaining."
He also pointed out that the use of
strikebreakers causes "substantial social
and economic ill effects and . . . leads
to disruption of normal healthy labor
relations . . . to violence . . . to prolonged strikes or lockouts."
It also "spawns emotional bitterness"
and "violence," he said, recalling the
brutality that had resulted in the 1921
building trades strike, the general strike
of 1934, and the Teamster impasses in
the 1940's as well as the recent printing
trades strike. The city attorney had assured his committee that the ordinance
would not violate state or federal
statutes or infringe upon the authority
of the National Labor Relations Board,
McCarthy added.
- 3-

ters' program shall be of a "non-adversary" character, indicating, for example,
that involvement in current labor disputes would be avoided.
"With the appointment of this committee, we look forward to a fruitful,
cooperative effort to bring the resources
of the university people to California
The end product will be the strengthen.
ing of the free society within which
both the University and the labor move
ment are essential institutions," Kerr
and Pitts, secretary-treasurer of tha
California Labor Federation, AFL-CIO,
asserted.
Date of the committee's first meeting
will be announced in the near future.
Under the guidelines, the committee is
required to meet at least once every six
weeks during the academic year. Pitts
said that the Federation's Director of
Education John S. Carroll will serve as
labor coordinator to the committee.
Named to the committee are:
LABOR
Thomas A. Small (Temporary CoChairman of the Committee), Business
Manager, Bartenders and Culinary
Workers Local 340, San .Mateo; W. J.
Bassett, Secretary-Treasurer, Los Angeles County Federation of Labor;
Robert S. Ash, Secretary-Treasurer,.Alameda County Central Labor Council;
George Johns, Secretary-Treasurer, San
Francisco Labor Council; Max J. Osslo,
President, Western Federation of Butchers, San Diego; Hugh Allen, SecretaryTreasurer, No. Calif. Dist. Council of
Lumber & Sawmill Workers, Redding;
Wilbur Fillippini, Secretary, Building
and Construction Trades Council, Santa
Barbara; C. R. Bartalini, Secretary, Bay
Area District Council of Carpenters, San
Francisco, and G. J. Conway, Director,
Sub-District 1, United Steelworkers,
Huntington Park.
UNIVERSITY
Eugene Lee, Vice President and Exec.
Asst., University of California, Berkeley; Lloyd Ulman (Temporary Co-Chairman of the Committee) Director, Institute of Industrial Relations, Berkeley;
Earl Cheit, Associate Director, Institute
of Industrial Relations, Berkeley; Don
Vial, Chairman, Center for Labor Research & Education, Institute of Industrial Relations, Berkeley; Herb Perry,
Coordinator of Labor Programs, Institute of Industrial Relations, Berkeley;
Benjamin Aaron, Director, Institute of
Industrial Relations, UCLA; F r e d
Meyers, Associate Director, Institute of
Industrial Relations, UCLA; Arthur
Carstens, Administrator of Labor Programs, Institute of Industrial Relations,
UCLA; and Fred Schmidt, Research
Specialist, Institute of Industrial Relations, UCLA.

Truth in Packaging
Bill Gets Boost in
Senate Report

New Area Wage
Rates Include
Fringe Benefits

(Continued from Page 1)

The U.S. Labor Department has announced that area wage rate schedules,

gust calling for Federal legislation to re-

quire "accurate and complete labeling
as well as standardized weights and
measures."

But to get such legislation through
Congress will require a gearing up of
letter-writing activities to offset the
traditional opposition to such measures
by big business and Madison Avenue ad
agencies.
In fact, the ad agencies have already
taken a whack at trying to discredit Assistant Secretary of Labor Esther Peterson, President Johnson's advisor on consumer affairs, because of her resolute
campaign to protect the consumer
through "truth in packaging" and "truth
in lending" legislation.
The ad agency interests accuse her of
being anti-business and claim she has
become "the most pernicious threat to
advertising today." And they are calling
on other advertising groups to complain
to President Johnson about her.
The ad men's assault came after Mrs.
Peterson held a series of consumer conferences in the course of which she
urged advertising men:
* To tell in simple terms what is
available in the market place, how much
it costs and how it will perform.
* To appeal to the consumer's intelligence instead of his emotions.
* To make clear on packages and
labels the quantity of the product and
the cost per unit.
Following an attack on her by the Advertising Federation of America, Mrs.
Peterson commented that the AFA appears to have "rejected the two-way exchange of ideas between business and
the government and
chosen to
close the door to reason."
Last week's Senate Subcommittee report disclosed that hearings held in
April, 1963, have established that the
following abuses existed in the market
place:
* Quantity designations were either
inconspicuous or non-existent.
* Illustrations were deceptive.
* Weights
and measures were expressed in such a "proliferation of odd
amounts as to make price comparisons
almost impossible.'
The Subcommittee also pointed out
that "the manufacturer who prints the
'cents off' label on his package neither
sets, controls or in most cases has any
influence over the retail prices. Therefore
the manufacturer is promising
a retail price advantage on which he
cannot deliver."
Another abuse cited by the Committee was a technique known as "concealed inflation." This takes place when
.
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A Judgeship
Won By
One
Although 106,741 ballots were cast
in a race for a Nassau County District Judgeship in New York State,
the Democratic Liberal candidate,
Julius R. Lippman, has been officially declared winner of the election by
(you guessed it) JUST ONE VOTE.
An election night tally on Nov. 3
had shown his Republican opponent
the victor by 48 votes but a later unofficial Democratic recount chopped
the Republican's margin to 11 votes.
This week the official Board of
Elections count found Lippman the
winner by a vote of 53,371 to 53,370
for Republican Frank X. Altimari.

including fringe benefits, are now complete for California, indicating that the
Department now has the information it
needs to issue determinations for minimum base pay requirements for laborers and mechanics on all federally-assisted construction projects.
The revised area wage rate schedules
represent the fruit of organized labor's
long but successful fight to amend the
Davis-Bacon Act to require the inclusion of fringe benefits in prevailing
wage determinations to prevent nonunion contractrs who paid sub-standard
wages from under-bidding union contractors on all federal and federallyassisted construction jobs.
President Johnson signed the bill
amending the act on July 2 and the
law became effective September 30.
Rates now found to be prevailing
locally under the amended law represent
basic rates plus some fringe benefits
paid under exisiting wage pacts. Mechanics and laborers in California
whose compensation heretofore has not
included such fringe benefits are now
entitled to them.
All prevailing wage determinations
issued by the Department show job
classification, basic hourly rate, and
fringe benefit payments classified as
health and welfare payments, pensions,
vacations, and apprentice training.
Covered workers must receive at
least the basic hourly rate. The fringe
benefit payments shown in the determination may be made in cash to the
employee or to a fund or both. The
amended act, however, does not require
that fringe benefit payments be included in computing overtime.
The Labor Department said that
copies of the current prevailing wage
determinations have been mailed to
government contracting agencies, employer associations, construction contractors and building trades unions.
Area wage rate schedules including
fringe benefits have also been completed for Idaho and Oregon, the Labor
Department said.
the cost per unit is increased and the
number of units inside the package is
reduced without the buyer's knowledge.
For example, the Subcommittee
found, a hand lotion manufacturer restyled a five-ounce bottle to give "the
appearance of being larger than the old
10-ounce size."
The Association of California Consumers, a non-profit, non-partisan organization of California citizens strongly supported by the California Labor
Federation, AFL-CIO, is working for
similar legislation on the state level.
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LBJ Lays Out
Job For Congress
President Lyndon B. Johnson's profor the 89th Congress began to
shape up this week after the President
called on two Democratic House leaders
for a report on all measures standing a
good chance of early passage in 1965.
Johnson has already indicated that
medicare and aid to Appalachia, a poverty-stricken 11-state East Coast area,
would receive top priority.
Other labor-backed programs being
considered for early action include:
* A program for increased and liberalized unemployment compensation.
* Expanded social security benefits.
* Extension
and expansion of the
Area Redevelopment Program to bolster the economies of areas suffering
high unemployment.
* A program to provide federal aid
to education below the college level
gram

*

A

new

immigration measure.

'Joblessness Far Too High'
LBJ Tells Economic Aides
"Unemployment is still far too high
and educational opportunities must
be increased," President Lyndon B.
Johnson declared this week in the
course of swearing in Gardner Ackley,
a former University of Michigan professor, as chief of his Council of Economic Advisors.
Citing the 1964 tax cut as an example, the President said he believed
that the American people have come to
realize the importance of government
actions to keep the economy booming.
"Our gains have been many, but
we're still not satisfied," he declared,
intimating that he would call on Congress for additional programs to expand
educational opportunities and reduce
joblessness.
.

